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Jai Hind Friends!

It gives me an immense pleasure to welcome 

you to the Auretics Family.

Auretics Limited has been incorporated to 

foster the hidden entrepreneur in you, while 

elevating your health and tness. We ensure 

that our products are made with top notch 

quality. That’s why all our products are 

manufactured in the most sophisticated and 

controlled plants established by ISO and GMP 

certied manufacturing partners. The Auretics 

Super Innity Plan has been carefully crafted to 

showcase you with ample amount of 

opportunities and assist you in succeeding your 

goal of reaching nancial freedom.

Super Innity Plan as the name suggest, provides multiple incomes with innite 

possibilities, making it the most rewarding plan in the industry. Along with monetary 

incomes, you will be given incentives in terms of lifestyle advantages that is most desired. 

Also, here you can become a leader and augment your personality by nurturing others. 

Being an independent distributor of Auretics Limited, you are modelling your career in 

your own way, to live a happy, healthy and respectable life. Needless to say, the more 

smart work you do, the more benets you get.

Auretics is a value driven company, where we believe that the whole world is a family. 

Our mutual co-operation will help us in achieving our goals together. A.U.R.E.T.I.C.S. are 

not just values, rather they are the pillar of this business. We expect that you will be fair 

with your fellow distributors so that everyone gets equal opportunity to grow and 

achieve better results.

Always remember “People do not buy goods & services, they buy relations, stories and 

magic”.

I hope that Auretics will be a mesmerising experience for you. 

Wish you all the Best for your upcoming endeavours.

-Arjun Gupta
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Jai Hind Everyone! Glad to welcome you all!

If you look around, you will see opportunities 

that require very high investment, experience 

and qualication. Due to this difcult  scenario, 

people are struggling to get settled in a business 

to earn well for a living.

Auretics Limited showcases it’s Super Innity 

Plan which includes various products of daily 

use that can make your lifestyle calm and 

relaxed. It also provides you with various 

benets and incomes which can lead you a life 

with luxury. 

To make your experience trouble-free, we, at 

Auretics have deployed the most reliable 

technologies at our disposal, over a state of the art IT infrastructure.

Technology is changing the way we live, work, play and learn. Consequently, Auretics 

Limited is actively embracing technology as we begin to implement our Super Innity 

Plan. Our Information Technology team has been structured to provide the necessary 

leadership, support and ongoing commitment to ensure that the plan meets the goals 

and ambitions of our independent distributors.

We look forward to stay on the top of upcoming trends and developments in 

technology. We constantly plan strategies on how these innovations can be utilized in 

taking you to the zenith of success. Our focus is to provide an evolving ecosystems for 

Digital Excellence. As a result, we welcome all entrepreneurs who have rm belief in 

themselves.

I am a staunch believer of " Simplicity, Positivity, and Motivation leads to Success " with 

the notion that "Nothing is Impossible as IMPOSSIBLE  itself says “I AM POSSIBLE”.

So, lets come together and make your dreams come true. 

"If you can dream it, you can do it.”

-Karishma Gupta



OUR INSPIRATION
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40 years of Un-tired Service



OUR INSPIRATION
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Empowering Entrepreneurs Nationwide
with Unmatched Growth Opportunities
and Exceptional Products.

Your No. 1
 PartnerGrowth



NEWS & PRESS
Coverage by Media & News
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LEGAL & REGISTRATION DOCUMENTS
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COMPANY CERTIFICATIONS
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With over 40 years of experience in the Pharmaceutical Industry and successfully identifying the needs of various 

high-powered sectors, our founders concocted AURETICS LIMITED – A retail platform that deals in natural and top-

quality health and wellness products while empowering individuals through Direct Selling Model. The genuine pith 

behind Auretics is :

Delivering 100% Natural and Made-In-India Products.

Envisioning to grow and expand our network with our associates and assist them in leading a bright future with good 

health and nancial freedom, we are also committed to being an environment-friendly, socially, and morally 

conscious organisation that shall comply with all the relevant legislation and regulations of our beloved country 

and shall establish a sense of trust and integrity through its mission to achieve prociency in the direct selling 

industry.

The fundamental objective of Auretics has always been to modify the lives of people by providing them with a 

myriad of opportunities that let them enjoy nancial independence. Also, along with this, we strive to empower 

people socially by enabling them with relevant skills and helping them to live a sound life.

ABOUT AURETICS LIMITED

COMPANY’S VALUES

AURETICS

Assurance of Quality

Unity

Reliability

Excellence

Technology

Innovation

Commitment

Sincerity

Guaranteeing to provide services that are value driven, top notch and
truly world class in terms of Quality.

Looking forward to work together, across boundaries, to meet the needs
and requirements of our customers.

We manage customer expectations preemptively by building a
supportive company culture and offer 100% reliable solutions.

We provide outstanding products and unsurpassed services that
deliver premium value to our customers.

Fostering innovation in businesses by helping them run efciently with
increased value, quality and productivity.

We strive hard to deliver innovative solutions that will help drive sustained
and long-term growth.

We develop such relationships with our allies that help to make a positive
difference in everyone’s lives.

Being truthful and humble in all our dealings is what we always look
forward.



Our Vision:

To create economic excellence by providing self-enhancement opportunities.

Our Mission:

ü To bring nancial independence to every household. 

ü To set novel benchmarks towards health of everyone by selling products of the highest standards.

ü To offer legitimate and innovative earning opportunities.

ü To provide excellent customer satisfaction.

ü To protect, serve, promote and increase effectiveness of our advisors. 

ü To ensure availability of products with magnicent business ethics.

ü To spread the power of optimism, positivity and happiness.

OUR MISSION & VISION

We empower people by spreading success. We have setup novel benchmarks by implementing high business 
standard and ethics. We offer legitimate, innovative and equal earning opportunities coupled with excellent 
customer satisfaction and protection.

Together we can transform the lives of millions of families by educating and inspiring them to live a happy and 
healthy life with a positive outlook.

ü We will take ownership to solve the problems faced by our advisors by having a constant interaction with them.

ü We look forward to increase the longevity of our teams by empowering the advisors to become a leader.

ü We will maximize the results by recognizing the potential in every individual.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?     

BEFORE YOU START

1. Please read and understand the Direct Selling Rules issued by the Department of Consumer Affairs.

2. Please read and understand the Guidelines on Direct Selling issued by your State Government.

3. Please read and understand our:

 a) Terms and Conditions

 b) Disclaimer

 c) Code of Ethics

 d) Refund Policy

 e) Sales & Marketing Policy

 f) Shipping & Payment Policy

 g) Privacy Policy

4. Please watch our Orientation Program Video
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WE EMPOWER PEOPLE TO LEAD LIVES
WITH FINANCIAL FREEDOM

We look forward to transform the way you live and help you:

1. Boost your Morale

Makes you more condent and capable of taking your own decisions and facing any kind of situation while 
enhancing your skill set side by side.

2. Increase Your Ability to Structure Work to Suit You

Financial independence increases your ability to explore your skills and abilities, your personality, your passions & 
dreams and helps you decide how best to incorporate that into your work.

3. Be a Role Model

Be a role model for others as you support your family socially, emotionally, and nancially.



Self-Sale  Sharing  Nurturing  Leadership è  è  è

Auretics Super Innity Plan is a life changing opportunity for various individuals who have a feeling of 
entrepreneurship and are willing to work as an Independent Distributor. When you decide to enrol yourself as an 
Independent Distributor with Auretics, you are enduring a self-reliant and inspiring future for yourself.

This opportunity requires no pre-requisites in terms of education, occupation or experience. It requires no 
additional investment or renewal and comes with no target. Individuals can earn as per their own capabilities and 
devote time as per their choice.

The application of plan involves 4 simple steps (4 ‘S’), wiz:

ü  ü Self-sale Be a consistent user of products  Sell Augment the business value by selling the products

ü  ü Share  Earn more by sharing the products  Refer Enrich yourself by supporting others

Every Product gives B.V.’s ( Business Volume’s).

 Product  B.V.’s
For e.g. :-

 M.R.P. ` 125
 (-) Retail Margin ` 25
 Distributor’s Price       ` 100

  up to 50% B.V. 

AURETICS SUPER INFINITY PLAN

BUSINESS VOLUME(B.V.)

  Calculation of
Commission will be
on B.V.
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MRP - Maximum Retail Price  — The maximum retail price (MRP) is a manufacturer calculated price that is the highest price 
  that can be charged (including all taxes, freight) for a product sold in the country.

DP - Distributor’s Price — Price offered to each individual distributor for direct purchase from the company.

BV - Business Volume — Each product is assigned a BV, which is a percentage of DP and all commissions are calculated 
  from BV.

PV - Point Value — PV is calculated as a ratio of BV. The current PV:BV ratio is 1:10*. PV is used for title progression and 
  income qualication.

  *PV:BV ratios are subject to change.

RV - Rocket Volume — Applicable on few product variants only. Applicable product are assigned RV, which is alongwith 
  BV and are a percentage of DP and rocket income is calculated from RV earned by the advisor.

PBV - Personal Business Volume — PBV is the sum total of BV bought by a person personally in any particular month/week.

PPV - Personal Point Value.

TBV - Team Business Volume — TBV is total BV from all the referrals of an advisor and PBV from self-sale in any
  particular month/week.

TPV - Team Point Value.

GBV - Group Business Volume — GBV is TBV which is allocated to innity plan (i.e. after activation).

GPV - Group Point Value.

SBV - Super Business Volume — Total Business volume generated by the rst self-sale (upto 1,000BV) done by your 
  downline before activation (i.e. allocated to Super Plan).

SPV - Super Point Value.

IBV - Innity Business Volume — Total Business volume generated by your downline after activation. (i.e. allocated to 
  Innity Plan).

IPV - Innity Point Value,

DC - Distribution Center — DC are stock point of the company which is handled by company’s independent distributors 
  and are used to full the needs of all advisors at local level.

ABBREVIATIONS & DEFINITIONS

BV is a percentage of DP and is used for Income Calculation.
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Once you register yourself as an Independent Advisor with Auretics, you can start building your downllines.

How Points are gained by the Advisor:

You will get points equivalent to minimum BV of from your downlines. Eg. If your downline A has 1,000BV and your  

downline B has 2,000BV, then you will get point equivalent to 1,000BV.

Allocation of BV earned with self-sale:

Auretics Innity Plan and Rocket Income provides further benets to the advisor by automatically adding their 

self-sale (after activation) to the downline which has lesser number of BV at the month-end/week-end.

Please note, that Super Income does not have this benet.

Benets to active Advisor:

Each income comes with its individual active criteria. You will get the benet of that income only if you are active 

with the BV as mentioned in the eligibility criteria of respective income.

Please note that in case you have not met the active criteria of the income then points earned will be lapsed and 

deducted from the downline business.

Carry Forward and Accumulation:

One of the biggest advantages of Auretics Super Innity Plan is Lifetime Carry Forward and Accumulation of 

business done in all the downlines to active distributors. This means that any left-over business in any downline will 

be carry forwarded to the next week/month.

Please note that carry forward & accumulation is subject to minimum self-sale every month. For Auretics Rocket 

Plan, Advisor will get the benet of carry forward of all downlines, only if he makes self-sale of 300BV or more in the 

current month or previous month as on the day of weekly closing.  For Auretics Innity Plan, Advisor will get the 

benet of Carry Forward & Accumulation of all the downlines, only if he makes self-sale of 300BV or more in the 

current month.

Business must be done either completely or after accumulation in the current month to earn points of the 

respective income.

Allocation of Super and Innity business:

For the purpose of income calculation, business volume generated from super business (rst 1,000BV Self-Sale per 

advisor) is allocated only to super income and business volume generated from innity business is allocated only to 

innity plan. Therefore business of both the plans are considered separately and the income calculation will also be 

done separately.

Closing and Payout:

Auretics Super Income & Rocket Income are weekly income where the week starts on Saturday and closes on 

Friday. Income is calculated after closure of the week and points are calculated on weekly basis. Payout of Super 

& Rocket Income is released after 10 days from the date of closing of the week.

Auretics Innity Plan is a monthly plan which starts from the rst day of the calendar month and ends on the last day 

of the calendar month. Income is calculated after month-end and points of each income is calculated on monthly 

basis. Points varies from income to income and are calculated based on the size of the pool and number of 

individuals forming part of the same. Payout of Innity plan is released after 10 days from the last day of the month.

Auretics Lifestyle Rewards are calculated on monthly basis and the rewards are announced after month end. 

Lifestyle rewards cannot be redeemed for cash and are given to the advisors during achievement events. 

Stability Fund:

Company may create a stability fund from the BV allocated to any income to stabilise its index value by 

transferring the amount from the pool when index value is high to stability fund which can then be used when the 

index value drops.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT AURETICS COMPENSATION PLAN
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Auretics offers products for regular use & for all ages. 

Auretics Advisors will get up to 25% margin on the MRP & Buy one get one on 
most products on MRP which will ultimately lead to savings in household 
expenses. Further, they can also avail all the types of Incomes/benets 
offered by Auretics.*

Every product will have different retail margins and will be calculated as 
under:

 M.R.P.  = D.P. + Margin on D.P (%age of D.P)

Eg. : If a product has Distributor’s Price (DP) of Rs. 100 and margin on the same 
is 25%, then MRP of that product will be: 

 D.P.  = ̀  100

 Margin = 25% of ̀  100   =    ̀  25

 M.R.P. = ̀  100 + ̀  25   =  ̀  125

These incomes will ultimately lead to savings in household expenses from the  
products offers, retail margin and incomes earned.

* Subject to each Income type’s qualication, as discussed later. Terms & Conditions applies. 

SAVINGS ON SELF-CONSUMPTION     

RETAIL MARGIN
The advisors should make customers and share the products with them. 
The sales done by them will be at the MRP and therefore the retail margin 
given to them (MRP less Purchase Price) will be their prot*.

It is variable as it varies for each product

          Variable up to 25% retail margin

For e.g. :-

  M.R.P. ` 125

  -25

 Distributor’s Price ` 100

  Earning will be ̀  25 (i.e., 25% on distributor’s price)

Therefore, in a month, if you self-sale Auretics Products worth ̀  10,000, you 
can earn retail margin of upto ̀  2,500.

Each distributor is called Advisor. They will 
start as a Blue Advisor, and this will be a 
default level for new distributors. Blue 
advisor needs to self-sale goods of at least 
1,000BV* to qualify for getting Income. After 
1,000BV self-sale, the advisor’s title will 
become Advisor. The advisor hierarchy will 
increase as per the table mentioned:

*Presently, the PV:BV ratio is 1:10 

(PV:BV ratio is subject to vary from time to time)

THE HIERARCHY SYSTEM

ADVISOR’S TITLE

Increasing Hierarchy of Titles

TITLESS.No.

12.

11.

10.

9.

8.

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

Crown Director

Diamond Director

Jade Director

Emerald Director

Sapphire Director

Titanium Director

Platinum Director

Gold Director

Silver Director

Bronze Director

Associate Director

1. Advisor

* Subject to each Income type’s qualication, as discussed later. Terms & Conditions applies. 
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Auretics Super Plan rewards you for developing your team. After referring a new distributor, their rst 1,000BV self-sale 
will be allocated to Super Plan. During registration, you will get an option to allocate your referred distributors.

Super Income comes with no income level eligibility criteria. Therefore, you will be eligible for Super Income as soon 
as you activate your distributorship.

! All Incomes and Incentives are subject to qualications. Please read the Business Plan carefully to understand our Income and Incentive schemes. Terms & 
Conditions applies. Kindly refer to all the Terms & Conditions mentioned on the website. $ Earning is paid on the basis of BVs on self-sale done by new advisors until 
their activation. Advisor needs to earn points from minimum business from all the downlines. Value of these points will be announced by the company after the end 
of each week and are likely to vary every week. Week starts from Saturday and ends on Friday. 

Auretics Super Income

ABOUT AURETICS SUPER PLAN

Auretics Business inspires advisors to rst build and then 
lead their team. The Business Volume (BV) of every new 
distributor is allocated to Super Plan for rst 1,000BV 
worth self-sale. Afterwards, their BVs will be allocated to 
Innity Plan.

In order to become eligible for the Auretics Super Innity 
Plan, each Advisor needs to activate themselves by 
purchasing any Auretics products worth 1,000BV or 
more (Accumulated). This can be done in a single or in 
multiple orders.

Once the Advisor gets activated, they become eligible 
for compensation under both Super and Innity Plan.

AURETICS
BUSINESS

SUPER

INFINITY

Status: Pending Status: Activated

0 BV 1,000 BV

Accumulated BV

AURETICS SUPER PLAN AURETICS INFINITY PLAN

ABOUT AURETICS SUPER INFINITY COMPENSATION PLAN

S.NO. PARTICULARS INCOME PERCENTAGE

$
1. Super Income 90% of Super Income Pool

SUPER INCOME
Super Income encourages advisors to promote Auretics Business. For this, the company 
will set aside 90% of Super BV (i.e., BV of the company from the rst 1,000BV worth self-sale 
done by all new advisors) and create a pool for super income. This super income pool will 
be distributed to all eligible distributors who have a minimum business of 1,000 BV in all the 
downlines.

For this income, each advisor needs to place its referred advisor under any of his 
downline. During incoming advisor’s registration, the placement will be made under any  
downline. The referring advisors will be assigned points per minimum business of 1,000SBV 
from all the downlines.

Eligibility:

To qualify for the Super Income, advisors need to activate his distributorship after Self-selling products worth 
1,000PBV.

Maximum Income:

Maximum Income that can be earned under Super Income is ̀  1,50,000 per week.

Note:
1. All form of compensation are given for doing sale of Auretics products (genuine business) by yourself or by your team.
2. It is unlawful to engage/promote a scheme where primary focus is on recruiting new participants/distributor, rather than selling legitimate products.
3. Auretics is a serious business. Do not get misled by claims/promises that high earning are/can be easily achieved.

Rules:
I) Advisor will start earning points after their activation with 1,000BV.

ii) The referring advisors will be assigned points equivalent to business of 1,000SBV of rst self-sale done by incoming 
 advisors from all the downlines.

R
O

C
K

E
T



Calculation:
 Super Income is calculated weekly and its index varies from week to week. This index is calculated and 
 announced after the end of the week. The method for determining Super Income index is:

 Company’s BV from rst time self-sale by advisors (upto 1,000BV) in the week = A

 Super Income Pool (90% of A)       = B

 Sum of Super Income Points of all Super Income Qualiers of the week  =   C

 Super Income Index (Rupees)       =       B/C

Weekly Super Income earned by each advisor will be = Super Income Points earned x Super Income Index

Let’s assume that Ram’s downline Sameer has new 
advisors with rst self-sale (upto 1,000BV) of 10,500BV 
and his downline Vijay has new advisors with rst self-
sale of 15,300BV. His downline structure is depicted 
in the gure on the left.

Here, since Ram’s business in all downline is 
10,000BV. Therefore, he will earn 10,000/1,000 = 10 
Super Income Points, and 500BV from downline 
Sameer & 5,300BV from downline Vijay will be 
carried forwarded to the next week.

Let’s assume, if Super Income Index is ` 300, then 
Ram’s Super Income will be:  10 x 300 = ̀  3,000.

Example:
Week 1:

15

Let’s assume next week Ram’s downline Sameer has 
business from new advisors of 40,000BV and 
downline Vijay has business from new advisors of 
25,000BV.

Here, Ram’s business from all downline will be of 
30,000BV & he will earn 30,000/1,000=30 Super 
Income Points. Also, 10,050BV from downline 
Sameer & 300BV from downline Vijay will be carry 
forwarded.

Let’s assume, if Super Income Index this week is ` 
280, then Ram’s Super Income will be : 30 x 280
= ̀  8,400.

Note: These are mathematical examples and are for illustration purposes 
only. Incomes are paid out when personal targets are met. Income 
calculation method & percentage are subject to change without prior 
notice. Company terms & conditions applies.

Example:
Week 2:

Summary:

Note:
1. All form of compensation are given for doing sale of Auretics products (genuine business) by yourself or by your team.
2. It is unlawful to engage/promote a scheme where primary focus is on recruiting new participants/distributor, rather than selling legitimate products.
3. Auretics is a serious business. Do not get misled by claims/promises that high earning are/can be easily achieved.

RAM

RAM

Super Pool
Percentage (Weekly)

Self-Sale

N.A.

BV required from
All Downlines

Maximum Income Amount
(Weekly)

`1,50,000/-1,000BV 90%

SBV from
Downline Sameer: 10,500

BV Consumed: 10,000

40,000

BV Consumed: 30,000

25,000

BV Consumed: 30,000

SBV from
Downline Vijay: 15,300

BV Consumed: 10,000

Sameer Vijay Nitayanand

Sameer Vijay Nitayanand

Devendra

Devendra

BV C/f: 500 BV C/f: 5,300

SBV from
Downline Sameer:

SBV from
Downline Vijay:

BV B/f: 500 BV B/f: 5,300

BV C/f: 10,500 BV C/f: 300
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1) PERSONAL INCOME

Personal Income encourages you to motivate your team, to start using Auretics Products personally. You need to do 
business in ratio of 2,500BV from all your downlines. The company has set-aside 25% of Innity BV for distribution among 
qualiers for personal income. You will get Personal Income as soon as you activate your distributorship (subject to 
eligibility) and there is no requirement of minimum monthly self-sale for this income. However, self-sale of 300BV is 
required for carry forward of business.

Eligibility:
To qualify for the Personal Income, advisors must do business of 2,500BV from all their downline.

Please note: Personal Income and Sharing Income are the only two incomes in Auretics Super Innity Compensation 
Plan that does not need minimum monthly self-sale to qualify for payout.

Advisor need to activate their distributorship with 1,000PBV.

Maximum Points:
Advisor can earn a maximum of 40 personal income point every month.

Calculation:
Personal Income is calculated based on value of point determined out of the pool and is likely to vary each month.

Method of calculation is:
 Company’s BV from self-sale by advisors after their activation (Innity Business) in the month = A
 Personal Income Pool (25% of A) = B 
 Sum of Personal Income Points of all Personal Income Qualiers of the Month = C
 Personal Income Index (Rupees) = B/C

Monthly Personal Income earned by each advisor will be = Personal Income Points Earned x Personal Income Index

AURETICS Innity Plan ensures that you are earning in proportion to the efforts you put in while being mindful of your 
earlier efforts and achievements by offering you benets like rewarding benets and pool incomes.

ABOUT AURETICS INFINITY PLAN

Note:
1. All form of compensation are given for doing sale of Auretics products (genuine business) by yourself or by your team.
2. It is unlawful to engage/promote a scheme where primary focus is on recruiting new participants/distributor, rather than selling legitimate products.
3. Auretics is a serious business. Do not get misled by claims/promises that high earning are/can be easily achieved.

Let’s assume that Shyam’s downline Shikha has 
advisors with Innity self-sale of 30,100BV  and his 
downline Prashant has advisors with Innity self-sale 
of 20,300BV. His downline Structure is depicted in 
the gure on the left.

Here, since Shyam’s business from all downlines is 
20,000BV. Therefore, he will earn 20,000/2500=8 
Personal Income Points, and 10,100BV from 
downline Shikha and 300BV from downline 
Prashant will be carried forwarded to the next 
month.

Let’s assume, if Personal Income index is ̀  250, then 
Shyam’s Personal Income will be: 8x250= ̀  2,000

Note: These are mathematical examples and are for illustration purposes 
only. Incomes are paid out when personal targets are met. Income 
calculation method & percentage are subject to change without prior 
notice. Company terms & conditions applies.

Indexes & points will vary every month and might increase or decrease 
drastically. The company does not guarantee any value of the indexes or 
a payout that will be given to an advisor for doing a certain amount of 
business.

Summary:

Infinity Pool
Percentage (Monthly)

Maximum Personal Income
Points (Monthly)

2,500BV 25% N.A.40 Point

BV required from
All Downlines

Example:
SHYAM

IBV from Org. 2: 20,300

BV Consumed:
BV c/f:

20,000
300

IBV from Org. 1: 30,100

BV Consumed:
BV c/f:

20,000
10,100

Ashish Shikha Prashant Yuvraj

Self-Sale
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2) SHARING INCOME

Let’s assume that Laxman’s downline Dinesh has 
advisors with innity self-sale of 20,100BV and his 
downline Sanjay has advisors with innity self-sale of 
10,300BV. His downline structure is depicted in the 
gure on the left.

Here, since Laxman’s business from all downlines is 
10,000BV. Therefore, he will earn 10,000/10,000=1 
Sharing Income Points, and 10,100BV from downline 
Dinesh & 300BV from downline Sanjay will be carried 
forwarded to the next month.

Let’s assume, if Sharing Income index is `1,250, then 
Laxman’s Sharing Income will be:  1,250x1 = ̀ 1,250.

Note: These are mathematical examples and are for illustration purposes 
only. Incomes are paid out when personal targets are met. Income 
calculation method & percentage are subject to change without prior 
notice. Company terms & conditions applies.

Indexes & points will vary every month and might increase or decrease 
drastically. The company does not guarantee any value of the indexes or 
a payout that will be given to an advisor for doing a certain amount of 
business.

Sharing Income encourages you to motivate your team to start sharing Auretics Products with your near and dear 
ones. You will start getting sharing income when you do business of 10,000BV from all of your downlines. The 
company has set-aside 25% of Innity BV for distribution among qualiers for sharing income. You will getting Sharing 
Income as soon as you activate your distributorship (subject to eligibility) and there is no requirement of minimum 
monthly self-sale for this income. However, self-sale of 300BV is required for carry forward of business.

Eligibility:
To qualify for the Sharing Income, advisors must do business of10,000BV from all their downlines.

Please note: Personal Income and Sharing Income are the only two incomes in Auretics Super Innity Compensation 
Plan that does not need minimum monthly self-sale to qualify for Income calculation & payout.

Advisor need to activate their distributorship with 1,000PBV.

Maximum Points:
Advisor can earn a maximum of 40 sharing income point every month.

Calculation:
Sharing Income is calculated based on value of point determined based out of pool and is likely to vary each 
month.

Method of calculation is:
 Company’s BV from self-sale by advisors after their activation (Innity Business) in the month = A
 Sharing Income Pool (25% of A) = B 
 Sum of Sharing Income Points of all Sharing Income Qualiers of the Month = C
 Sharing Income Index (Rupees) = B/C

Monthly Sharing Income earned by each advisor will be = Sharing Income Points Earned x Sharing Income Index

Note:
1. All form of compensation are given for doing sale of Auretics products (genuine business) by yourself or by your team.
2. It is unlawful to engage/promote a scheme where primary focus is on recruiting new participants/distributor, rather than selling legitimate products.
3. Auretics is a serious business. Do not get misled by claims/promises that high earning are/can be easily achieved.

Summary:

Infinity Pool
Percentage (Monthly)

Maximum Income Points
(Monthly)

25% N.A.40 Point

BV required from
All Downlines

10,000BV

Example:

IBV from Org. 2: 10,300

BV Consumed:
BV c/f:

10,000
300

IBV from Org. 1: 20,100

BV Consumed:
BV c/f:

10,000
10,100

LAXMAN

Dinesh Sanjay MahendraSharad

Self-Sale
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3) NURTURING INCOME

Let’s assume that Vishnu’s downline Rajendra has 
advisors with Innity self-sale of 75,500BV and his 
downline Arun has advisors with innity self-sale of 
65,300BV. His downline structure is depicted in the 
gure on the left.

Here, since Vishnu’s business from all downlines is 
60,000BV. Therefore, he will earn 60,000/30,000=2 
Nurturing Income Points, and 15,500BV from 
downline Rajendra & 5,300BV from downline Arun 
will be carried forwarded to the next month.

Let’s assume, if Nurturing Income index is `3,500, 
then Vishnu’s Nurturing Income will be:  3,500x2=
` 7,000

Note: These are mathematical examples and are for illustration purposes 
only. Incomes are paid out when personal targets are met. Income 
calculation method & percentage are subject to change without prior 
notice. Company terms & conditions applies.

Indexes & points will vary every month and might increase or decrease 
drastically. The company does not guarantee any value of the indexes or 
a payout that will be given to an advisor for doing a certain amount of 
business.

The Nurturing Income rewards advisors for their care and support in developing and nurturing their team. This 
income is designed to provide incentive to advisors to help their team members to succeed. The company will set-
aside 25% of Innity BV for distribution among qualiers for Nurturing Income. 

Eligibility:

To qualify for the Nurturing Income, advisors must do business of 30,000BV  in all their downlines.

Apart from that the Advisor must do self-sale of 300BV in the current month. (In absence of Self-Sale the points will 
be lapsed.)

Advisor need to activate their distributorship with 1,000PBV.

Calculation:

Nurturing Income is calculated based on value of point determined based out of pool and is likely to vary each 
month.

Method of calculation is:

 Company’s BV from self-sale by advisors after their activation (Innity Business) in the month = A

 Nurturing Income Pool (25% of A) = B 

 Sum of Nurturing Income Points of all Nurturing Income Qualiers of the Month = C

 Nurturing Income Index (Rupees) = B/C

Monthly Nurturing Income earned by each advisor will be = Nurturing Income Points Earned x Nurturing Income Index

Note:
1. All form of compensation are given for doing sale of Auretics products (genuine business) by yourself or by your team.
2. It is unlawful to engage/promote a scheme where primary focus is on recruiting new participants/distributor, rather than selling legitimate products.
3. Auretics is a serious business. Do not get misled by claims/promises that high earning are/can be easily achieved.

25% 300BV30,000BV

Summary:

Infinity Pool
Percentage (Monthly)

BV required from
All Downlines

Example:

IBV from Org. 2: 65,300

BV Consumed:
BV c/f:

60,000
5,300

IBV from Org. 1: 75,500

BV Consumed:
BV c/f:

60,000
15,500

VISHNU

Prakash Rajendra Arun Mahendra

Self-Sale
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4) BUSINESS MASTER INCOME

Let’s assume that Saraswati’s downline Aroop has 
advisors with innity self-sale of 50,500BV and his 
downline Prince has advisors with innity self-sale of 
65,300BV. Her downline Structure is depicted in the 
gure on the left.

Here, since Saraswati’s business from all downlines is 
50,000BV. Therefore, she will earn 50,000/50,000=1 
Business Master Income Points, and 500BV points 
from downline Aroop & 15,300BV from downline 
Prince will be carried forwarded to the next month.

Let’s assume, if Business Master Income index is ` 
4,500, then Saraswati’s Business Master Income will 
be: 1x4,500 = ̀ 4,500

Note: These are mathematical examples and are for illustration purposes 
only. Incomes are paid out when personal targets are met. Income 
calculation method & percentage are subject to change without prior 
notice. Company terms & conditions applies.

Indexes & points will vary every month and might increase or decrease 
drastically. The company does not guarantee any value of the indexes or 
a payout that will be given to an advisor for doing a certain amount of 
business.

Business Master Income is another exciting component of Auretics Innity Plan that rewards distributor for their 
business building efforts. This income is calculated based on a 15% pool of innity BV which is set-aside for Business 
Master Income Qualiers.

Eligibility:

To qualify for the Business Master Income, advisors must do business of 50,000BV from all their downlines.

Apart from that the Advisor must do self-sale of 300BV (in the current month. In absence of Self-sale the points will be 
lapsed.)

Advisor need to activate their distributorship with 1,000PBV.

Calculation:

The Business Master Income is calculated based on value of point determined based out of pool and is likely to vary 
each month.

Method of calculation is:

 Company’s BV from self-sale by advisors after their activation (Innity Business) in the month = A

 Business Master Income Pool (15% of A) = B 

 Sum of Business Master Income Points of all Business Master Income Qualiers of the Month = C

 Business Master Income Index (Rupees) = B/C

Monthly Team Building Income earned by each advisor will be =
Business Master Income Points Earned  x  Business Master Income Index

Note:
1. All form of compensation are given for doing sale of Auretics products (genuine business) by yourself or by your team.
2. It is unlawful to engage/promote a scheme where primary focus is on recruiting new participants/distributor, rather than selling legitimate products.
3. Auretics is a serious business. Do not get misled by claims/promises that high earning are/can be easily achieved.

15% 300BV

Summary:

Infinity Pool
Percentage (Monthly)

50,000BV

BV required from
All Downlines

Example:
SARASWATI

Suraj Aroop Prince Rita

IBV from Org. 2: 65,300

BV Consumed:
BV c/f:

50,000
15,300

IBV from Org. 1: 50,500

BV Consumed:
BV c/f:

50,000
500

Self-Sale
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Let’s assume that Mahesh’s downline Nakul has 
advisors with Rocket self-sale (i.e. rocket volume) of 
10,000RV  and his downline Chaitanya has advisors 
with Rocket self-sale of 20,000RV. His downline 
Structure is depicted in the gure on the left.

Here, since Mahesh’s business from all downlines is 
8,000RV. Therefore, he will earn 8,000/4,000=2 
Rocket Income Points, and 2,000RV from downline 
Nakul and 12,000BV from downline Chaitanya will 
be carried forwarded to the next week.

Let’s assume, if Rocket Income index is ̀  2000, then 
Mahesh’s Rocket Income will be: 2x2000= ̀  4,000

Note: These are mathematical examples and are for illustration purposes 
only. Incomes are paid out when personal targets are met. Income 
calculation method & percentage are subject to change without prior 
notice. Company terms & conditions applies.

Indexes & points will vary every month and might increase or decrease 
drastically. The company does not guarantee any value of the indexes or 
a payout that will be given to an advisor for doing a certain amount of 
business.

Summary:

Rocket Pool
Percentage (Weekly)

Maximum Rocket Income
Amount (Monthly)

Self-Sale

4,000BV 90% 300BV`15,000

BV required from
All Downlines

Example:
MAHESH

RV from Org. 2: 20,000

RV Consumed:
RV c/f:

8,000
12,000

RV from Org. 1: 10,000

RV Consumed:
RV c/f:

8,000
2,000

Anil Nakul Chaitanya Rajiv

Rocket Income is an additional income, that is introduced to boost the earnings of the advisors. Rocket Income is 
provided on selected product variants only.

For the purpose of Rocket Income company will set a side 90% of Rocket Volume (i.e. BV from Rocket Varient of a 
product) & create a pool from rocket income.

Benets of Self-Sale:

Rocket Income provides benet of self-sale to advisor as well, where in self-sale of Rocket Income products will be 
added to the downline with less Rocket Business.

This addition will be done by the system automatically at the last day of the week (i.e. at Friday midnight).

Eligibility:

To qualify for the Rocket Income, advisors must do business of 4,000RV (Rocket Volume) from all their downline of 
Rocket Products.

Advisor must have activated their distributorship with 1,000PBV and 1,000PRV (i.e. advisor must have done self-sale of 
1,000 rocket volume).

Maximum Income:

Advisor can earn a maximum Rocket Income of ̀ 15,000 per week.

Calculation:

Rocket Income is calculated based on value of point determined out of the Rocket pool and is likely to vary each 
week.

Method of calculation is:
 Company’s RV from Rocket Self-Sale by advisors (Rocket Business) in the week = A
 Rocket Income Pool (90% of A) = B 
 Sum of Rocket Income Points of all Rocket Income Qualiers of the week = C
 Rocket Income Index (Rupees) = B/C

Weekly Rocket Income earned by each advisor will be = Rocket Income Points Earned x Rocket Income Index

Rules:
1. Applicable on order placed both online and at our Distributor Center. 2. You can make single or Multiple self-sale. 
3. Available both for new and old advisors. 4. Income will be given only to Advisor’s whose KYC is complete.
5. Business from all the downlines must be in multiple of 4,000 BV on all downlines. 6. Advisor will not earn any income on 
partial business. 7. Payment will be done on weekly basis. 8. Rocket Income is available only till Stocks Lasts. 9. Rocket 
Income is eligible on select product variants only. 10. Advisor must self-sale the product variant that includes rocket 
income, as another variant of rocket income product might be available without Rocket Income option and rocket 
income on  that product will not be provided.
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Auretics Business provides another benet to all its advisors in the from of Lifestyle rewards. Lifestyle rewards are 

accumulated from the date of activation and it comes without any time limit for its achievement. Further to that 

Lifestyle rewards are given along side Super & Innity Income, therefore it is an additional benet.

To get Lifestyle rewards, the advisor has to get Lifestyle rewards point (LRP). Advisor will get 1 LRP for doing business 

of 1,000BV  in all of his dowlines.

T-SHIRT
LRP-5

APPROX VALUE- `1,649
TITLE : ADVISOR

PREMIUM EXECUTIVE BAG
LRP-20

APPROX VALUE- `3,999
TITLE : ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

SUIT LENGTH & TIE
LRP-50

APPROX VALUE- `6,999
TITLE : BRONZE DIRECTOR

TATA TIAGO
LRP-15,000

APPROX VALUE- `6,00,000
TITLE : EMERALD DIRECTOR

TVS APACHE RTS 160 4V
LRP-5,500

APPROX VALUE- `1,60,000
TITLE : SAPPHIRE DIRECTOR

5 STAR LEAP FOR 2N/3D
LRP-175

APPROX VALUE- `7,000
TITLE : SILVER DIRECTOR

ANDROID MOBILE PHONE
LRP-400

APPROX VALUE- `10,000
TITLE : GOLD DIRECTOR

LAPTOP
LRP-1,000

APPROX VALUE- `30,000
TITLE : PLATINUM DIRECTOR

FOLLOWING REWARDS ARE AVAILABLE TO THE ADVISORS:

BANGKOK TOUR 4N/5D
LRP-2,500

APPROX VALUE- `80,000
TITLE : TITANIUM DIRECTOR



FOLLOWING REWARDS ARE AVAILABLE TO THE ADVISORS:
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Rules:

1. Lifestyle Rewards are calculated for Orders placed after 1st April 2023.

2. LRP = Lifestyle Rewards Points. 1 LRP is earned for each 1,000 BV of business done in all the downlines.

3. Lifestyle Rewards are calculated and offered after month-end. Please contact Auretics Customer Care at 
 9090900247 or 18008890360 to claim your rewards.

4. Reward Amount will be reimbursed till the declared Amount of Reward Value. Any amount incurred 
 exceeding the declared Value will not be reimbursed. Any Taxes, Fee, Out of Pocket Expenses, Transit Charges, 
 etc. shall be payable by the Advisor and no reimbursement will be provided for the same.

5. Rewards cannot be redeemed for cash. In exceptional case and on the written approval of management, 
 only Non-Auretics branded rewards can be redeemed for cash and if rewards are redeemed for cash, then 
 30% amount will be deducted from the declared value.

6. Auretics branded rewards includes T-Shirt, Premium Executive Bag & Suit Length & Tie.

7. Management reserves the right to discontinue, withdraw, modify and alter the rewards or its declared 
 value. However, rewards achieved by the advisor before discontinuation /alteration will be provided.

8. Management reserves the right to change the rewards or rewards scheme or LRP required to achieve the 
 reward or declared value of the reward without announcement. However, rewards achieved by the advisor 
 before change will be provided.

9. Rewards images shown are for representation purpose only. Actual reward might be different from the images 
 shown. Few accessories shown for beautication purpose or to add ornamental value and may not be part for 
 the nal offering.

10. Reward benet (i.e. approx value of Lifestyle rewards) includes cash discount, trade discount, exchange 
 incomes and benets to Government Employees or Corporate employees, whichever is applicable.

11. Auretics urges you to follow all the laws, rules and regulations. Auretics cannot be held responsible for any act 
 done by its Independent Advisors.

12. Reasonable interpretation is advised. 

13. Kindly refer to complete Terms & Conditions, Policy and Procedure  mentioned on the website.

JAGUAR F-TYPE, 4 BHK FLAT
& FAMILY WORLD TOUR

LRP-10,00,000
APPROX VALUE- `4,00,00,000
TITLE : CROWN AMBASSADOR

ROYAL BUNGALOW
 & EUROPE FAMILY TOUR

LRP-4,00,000
APPROX VALUE- `1,50,00,000

TITLE : CROWN DIRECTOR

HONDA CITY
LRP-40,000

APPROX VALUE- `12,00,000
TITLE : JADE DIRECTOR

3 BHK FLAT
LRP-1,20,000

APPROX VALUE- `50,00,000
TITLE : DIAMOND DIRECTOR

MERCEDES - BENZ GLA
& PARIS FAMILY TOUR

LRP-2,50,000
APPROX VALUE- `75,00,000
TITLE : BLACK DIAMOND DIRECTOR
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Think Big, Dream Big, Believe Big,

and the Results will be Big..


